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Greetings! I hope this newsletter finds you well and that you had a 

wonderful Thanksgiving season with friends, family and loved ones! I 
wanted to let you all know that I will be on leave from December to 

March pending the birth of my baby boy. I hope to enjoy my time off 
by bonding with my new little man and spending time with my family 

during the holiday season. Laura Wildey, our VP of Membership, will 

be taking on the role as Acting President in my absence. Please feel free to reach
out to her with any questions or comments.  

On another exciting note, I am pleased to announce our next Winter Conference
will be held in Arlington, VA (Fairlington), on January 18, 2018. We would like to
thank the Arlington County Health Department, who is jointly sponsoring this
conference with NCAEHA. Some of the topics that will be presented include:
Virginia ABC Bureau of Law Enforcement, Virginia Tech Department of Food
Science & Technology, FDA, Fairfax County Health Department, and more! 

In addition to the Winter Conference, I am pleased to share with you that our Board
member elections are complete. Thank you to all that voted. Dawn Adams, with
the DC Department of Health, was re-elected to serve as our DC Representative.
Erin Miller, with the Alexandria Health Department, was re-elected to serve as our
VA Representative. Julia Balsley, with the Arlington County Health Department,
was re-elected to serve as our Secretary. And Vicki Griffith, with Founding Farmers,
was re-elected to serve as our Treasurer. The MD Representative position is still
vacant, but we hope to fill that position shortly with the write-in nominations we
received. I hope that you’ll join us at the Winter Conference where the new Board
members will be sworn into their positions. Congratulations to all! 

Please be sure to follow us on Facebook and Twitter, and bookmark our website.
Our Director of Communications, Chuti Nakronsri, works diligently to ensure that
we are providing you all with the most current information from our social events
and educational opportunities such as E-Updates, newsletters, and more. 

And while I won’t be there, we look forward to seeing you on January 18th for
another informative conference. As always, please let myself or any member of the
Board know of any thoughts or suggestions that you may have on how we can
better serve you. See you all upon my return in March! Happy Holidays!  

Kristen Pybus
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Sign Up for the REHS/RS or CP-FS Exam! 
Save the Date: 2018 Winter Educational Conference 
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Utilizing the Emergency Responder Health Monitoring...

Best Regards,

Vice President of Programs & 
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Utilizing the Emergency
Responder Health Monitoring

and Surveillance
System to Prepare for

and Respond to Emergencies

NCAEHA 

provides 

opportunities for 

practitioners and 

other 

professionals in 

Environmental 

Health to advance 

their professional 

growth through 

educational 

programs. 

The Association 

encourages 

cooperation 

between private 

and public sectors 

in activities 

directed toward 

the improvement 

of public health 

and the 

environment.

Jill M. Shugart, MSPH, REHS, CP-FS
CDC, Environmental Health Services Branch

November 2017

      During the World Trade Center attack 
on September 11, 2001, hundreds of 
thousands of people were exposed to 
environmental contaminants and traumatic 
injuries, and nearly 3,000 people lost their 
lives (Lucchini et al., 2017). As workers 
from every U.S. state rushed in to help 
those affected, there was minimal health 
tracking of workers and records of what 
they were exposed to or what type of 
personal protective equipment they may 
have been wearing early in the response. 
As a result, 450 workers died and hundreds 
more were seriously injured (Jackson et al., 
2002). 
      In order to ensure workers can respond 
safely and effectively to future 
emergencies, the National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) 
collaborated with federal agencies, state 
health departments, and unions to create 
the Emergency Responder Health 
Monitoring and Surveillance (ERHMS) 
System. ERHMS is a framework that allows 
an organization to monitor the health and 
safety of emergency responders 
throughout the predeployment, 
deployment, and postdeployment phases 
of a response. The goal of ERHMS is to 
prevent short- and long-term illness and 
injury in emergency responders. 
Traditional groups of workers that typically 
respond to emergencies include police, fire, 
emergency medical personnel, and 
construction and utility workers, but can 
also include environmental health 
specialists, industrial hygienists, mental 
health professionals, and 
other public health personnel and 
volunteers. 
      There are well documented gaps and 
defciencies in the health monitoring and 
surveillance of emergency response 
workers in reports following the 9/11 
terrorist attacks (Jackson, Baker, Ridgeley, 
Bartis, & Linn, 2004), but unfortunately, 
these trends have continued during the 
responses to Hurricanes Katrina and Rita 
(Bergan, Thomas, Schwartz, McKibbon, & 
Rusiecki, 2015; Rusiecki et al., 2014) and 
Deepwater Horizon (Kitt et al., 2011; 
National Institute for Occupational Safety 
and Health, 2011). 

      ERHMS aims to ensure specifc 
activities to protect the health and safety of 
emergency response and recovery 
workers are conducted during each of the 
three phases of a response (Figure 1). 
During the predeployment phase, 
organizations should ensure workers are 
properly rostered, credentialed and trained; 
fit for duty; and can store this information in 
a secure manner. During the deployment 
phase, health monitoring and surveillance 
should be conducted while workers 
perform their job tasks to ensure there are 
no exposures. This monitoring includes 
making sure workers have access to 
potable water, safe food, and secure 
housing. During the postdeployment 
phase, workers should be properly 
demobilized and it should be determined if 
long-term tracking is needed. After action 
meetings should be conducted and 
lessons learned documented to continually 
improve future responses. The guidance 
for how to implement these activities and 
specifc tools that can be utilized during 
each phase of the response can be found 
in the National Response Team (NRT) 
Technical Assistance Document (NRT, 
2012).  
      There is evidence that ERHMS can be 
implemented by organizations. For 
example, during the 2014 Ebola outbreak, 
NIOSH assisted the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) with 
expanding its Responder Readiness 
Program by implementing the ERHMS 
framework into their response structure. 
Specifically, a predeployment coordinator 
position was established to work with 
responders before they deployed to ensure 
they met all the health requirements and 
were properly trained. Several NIOSH staff 
served as safety offcers in affected 
countries in order to conduct health and 
safety monitoring of staff during the 
deployment phase. Finally, a 
postdeployment coordinator position was 
created to determine if any long-term 
monitoring should be conducted, including 
any mental health needs. 
      In 2016, as Hurricane Matthew was 
fast approaching, the Georgia 
Department of Public Health (DPH) 
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adapted their existing Responder Safety, Tracking, 
and  (R-STAR) System to incorporate ERHMS. 
DPH staff sent out surveys to responders to self- 
register their deployment activities and to complete 
a health and safety check. According to Funk 
(2017), feedback from participants indicated 
responders valued someone checking in on them 
during their deployment and supervisors could 
verify their responders were accounted for and 
unharmed. By incorporating ERHMS, DPH would 
be able to meet Capability 14 (responder safety and 
health) as part of its CDC Public Health Emergency 
Preparedness cooperative agreement (CDC, 2011). 
Any state receiving this funding can implement 
ERHMS by completing tasks in Capability 14 or 15 
(volunteer management).  
      In order to increase an organizations’ ability to 
implement and adopt ERHMS, NIOSH has recently 
developed ERHMS Info Manager, a free, custom- 
built software product that uses Epi Info for all 
calculations and analyses. This product allows for 
the collection of data as outlined in ERHMS 
throughout all three phases of a response. For 
example, ERHMS Info  screening, thus improving 
organization preparedness prior to an emergency. 
NIOSH has also developed a user manual and 
training videos to accompany the software and has 
partnered with Epi Info to ensure technical support 
is available to all users. In addition, NIOSH has free 
training on ERHMS available online and in-person. 
Continuing education credits are available for these 
trainings. With an increase in emerging threats over 
the past several years and a high demand for 
environmental public health and safety 
professionals to respond, it is imperative that we 
continue to train our workers to prepare for and 
respond to emergencies. Without a trained, well- 
equipped, and healthy workforce, we cannot 
overcome future threats. 

Corresponding Author: 
Jill M. Shugart, Emergency Preparedness and Response Offce, 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health/Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, 1600 Clifton Road, MS E-20, Atlanta, 
GA 30329. E-mail: jshugart@cdc.gov. 
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Enhance your credentials in the field of Environmental Health 
and register for the REHS/RS exam or the CP-FS exam! 

Save the date and RSVP now: 
NCAEHA.VP.Membership@gmail.com 

Application and fees are due to NEHA no later than February 16, 2018 

Application can be found at: 
www.neha.org/sites/default/files/Credential-Application.pdf 

REHS applications go to:  Carol Newlin, cnewlin@neha.org 
CP-FS applications go to:  Eileen Neison, eneison@neha.org 

What is the REHS/RS?

What is the CP-FS?

"The REHS/RS is the most prevalent NEHA credential and professionals demonstrate 
competency in an impressive range of environmental health issues, directing and 
training personnel to respond to routine or emergency environmental situations, and 
providing education to their communities on environmental health concerns. In
addition, REHS/RS credential holders are key members in ensuring communities are in 
compliance with local, state and federal environmental health regulations." 

Information from:  neha.org/professional-development/credentials/rehsrs-credential

"The CP-FS credential is designed for individuals within the public and private sectors 
who have prior food safety experience, and it integrates food microbiology, HACCP
principles, and regulatory requirements to validate problem solving and knowledge 
expertise using real-world examples. This prestigious credential is well respected 
throughout the industry, and is highly valued by employers when hiring food safety 
professionals." 

Information from:  neha.org/professional-development/credentials/cp-fs-credential

March 30, 2018

10777 Main St. 
Room #310A 

Fairfax, VA 22030
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Welcome to the NCAEHA Team 
Other Highlights

Isaac Robertson - VP of Programs and Professional Advancement

Fall Social Event Fall Educational Conference

The Fall Conference was successfully held at the FDA 
building in MD on October 19th. Attendees got to hear from 
presenters from VDH, Legal Sea Foods, FDACS, The Joyce 
Agency, and Fairfax County Health Department.

Isaac comes to us from the U.S. Army where he started as an Environmental Health/Preventive Medicine 

Specialist.  With 10 years of experience in environmental health and safety, he has worked in food safety 

and water quality analysis in Iraq, Germany, and South Korea. Isaac has also worked in industrial hygiene 

and mosquito/tick surveillance. In 2013, he served as lead mentor of the Fort Belvoir Food Outbreak 

Response Team for the Presidential Inauguration. Isaac medically retired from the U.S. Army in 2017 and 

has joined the Fairfax County Health Department as an Environmental Health Specialist. Please welcome 

him to NCAEHA, where he will be providing members with educational and professional growth 

opportunities! If you ideas that you'd like to share with Isaac, please contact him at: 

Jeanine holds a Bachelors in Community Health (University of Massachusetts) as well as a Masters in 

Public Health (Boston University). With 20+ years of experience, she has worked in various areas 

including research, regulatory, advising and consulting for private clients, and in the private sector of retail 
food and food manufacturing. Jeanine served as the Executive Director of Public Health for Taunton, MA 

for 10 years and later joined Legal Sea Foods in 2015. She joined as the Director of Quality Assurance and 

Food safety and now currently works as the Executive Director of Food Safety, Quality, and Regulatory 

Compliance. We are lucky to have Jeanine on board since she has served on the board of Massachusetts 

Environmental Health Association for 11 years. Please welcome Jeanine! If you have any ideas on how 

NCAEHA can engage more with the industry field, contact her at: 
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NCAEHA got together at the Virginia Wine Festival in 
Alexandria, VA on October 14th. Members sipped on 
different wines from local, Southern VA, and out-of-state 
wineries and vineyards. Featured above: Stanburn Winery 
(Stuart, VA) and Prince Michel Winery & Vineyard (Leon, VA)

Jeanine Flaherty, MPH - Industry Liaison

NCAEHA.VP.Programs@gmail.com 

NCAEHA.Industry@gmail.com 


